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I first launched Gardenzine in 2006. I wanted to create
a website which was styled like a magazine, offering
articles on all aspects of gardening and landscaping. Of
course, things have changed a lot since then—pages
load faster, images don’t have to be compressed to
within an inch of their lives, html is dynamic and more
and more people are accessing the web from their
phones and tablets.
In the twelve years since it was created, Gardenzine
has changed a lot too. It’s gone through three major
layout changes. At times, it’s been left alone for
months at a time while I get on with other things. I’ve
gone into print with Gardenzine Publications and now
I’m finally getting around to making it more mobile
phone friendly.
Despite all the changes, Gardenzine has remained true
to its original remit by continuing to provide free
advice on all kinds of gardening-related subjects—
from plant care to DIY landscaping projects. To date,
there are over one hundred articles accessible through
the site, written by a range of authors. And even
though updates have been erratic to say the least,
Gardenzine has maintained a consistent amount of
traffic.
It’s 2018 and, having taken time out to write a book,
I’m back in love with my first baby. I’m looking
forward to populating Gardenzine with new articles
and showcasing new gardening writers. I’m not
planning on major changes. Gardenzine is accessed by
visitors looking for straightforward advice and
information. Visitors access the site mainly via
searches for specific topics so I’ll be concentrating on
continuing to provide quality content.
Feel free to contact me for further information on the
Gardenzine website or Gardenzine Publications. You can
find contact details in this media kit. The best way to
contact me is by email.
I look forward to hearing from you,

Julie
Julie Kilpatrick, Editor

Gardenzine Statistics (2017 figures)

Page views

249,961

Most popular period

April—October

Unique visitors

61,357

Most popular month

April

Visits

131,194

Least popular month

December

Most popular day of
the week

Sunday

Top ten most popular articles (April 2017):
Build a circular brick patio
Create a gravel garden
Build a deck from pallets
How to improve clay soil
Watering your plants
Why do my plants keep dying?
Gardening astrology
Build a lawn edging strip
Build a simple square deck
Counting the cost of a new garden

Contact Gardenzine
Email: julie.kilpatrick@gardenzine.co.uk
copy@gardenzine.co.uk
Telephone: 07807 142661

Julie Kilpatrick
Julie lives on the west coast of Scotland with Allan, her partner of thirty-one years, her dog,
Garry and a recently rescued stray cat, Wally. At the age of twenty-one, she opened a dance
studio in Glasgow city centre which won her a Shell Livewire Award for outstanding
enterprise. After her attempts to expand the business ended in spectacular failure, her love
of gardening inspired a career change. She studied environment and development with the
Open University and trained in habitat surveying for nature conservation with the Scottish
Wildlife Trust.
She began her gardening career with regular garden maintenance work in her local area
before progressing to a garden design and construction business, specialising in complete
design and builds and employing a team of five. When a client suggested she might like to
try lecturing, she began teaching one class a week at a Glasgow college and developed a real
passion for it. After a year of trying to juggle teaching and running a business, by chance, a
student left a newspaper open on his desk at the jobs section and a part-time job as a home
compost adviser caught her eye. It meant she could give up the business and make herself
more available for teaching.
As home compost adviser, she worked on a Scottish Government funded scheme
alongside local authorities to encourage the public to reduce waste by composting at home.
She attended events and gave talks to local gardening groups and schools, as well as training
local volunteers to help spread the word about reducing waste. She designed two show
Gardens for Waste Aware Scotland, winning them a silver-gilt and gold medal for her
‘Compost at Home’ gardens at Gardening Scotland and Ayr Flower Show.
She currently lectures full-time, covering garden design, horticulture and landscaping
topics. In her spare time, she blogs and writes about gardening and horticulture and looks
after a small wildflower meadow at her local community garden. By her own admission, she
is now mostly an armchair gardener—spending much of her time reading and talking about
horticulture rather than actually getting her hands dirty. She loves reading about new
discoveries in the world of botany and about innovative horticultural techniques. She is
especially interested in plant intelligence and plant behaviour. Her favourite plant is the
wild bramble and her least favourite plant is Crocosmia.

She is author of The Plant Listener and blogs at www.theplantlistener.com as well as
contributing articles to Gardenzine.

The Plant Listener
Starting with the evolution of plants, The Plant Listener journeys through the life of a plant
from seed to senescence, explaining plant processes and how that knowledge can be applied
to horticultural practices. Interspersed throughout the book are snippets about some of the
author’s favourite plants. The book is written in a conversational style and avoids the use of
technical jargon.
First published in 2018 by Gardenzine Publications
ISBN No: 978 1 9997243 0 6
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Excerpts from The Plant Listener
From Part one: The Evolution of Plants—The Seed Plants Arrive
“Unfortunately to achieve lasting greatness, you have to be versatile and the gymnosperms
simply weren’t versatile enough to remain dominant for long. They eventually lost their place
at the top of the plant hierarchy and had to give up their crowns to the most sophisticated
plants of all. “
From Part two: Sex on the Brain: Pregnant Plants: And you thought nine months was tough
“The female coco de mer takes between five and six years to bring its fruit to maturity. So now
I’m impressed. That’s a hell of a long time to be pregnant! The male coco de mer plant is no less
impressive, with a wonderfully phallic flower, between one and two meters long……..How could
there not be an ancient legend about this rare tree? Well, legend has it, the male trees uproot
themselves and stride over to the females for a night of passionate lovemaking.”
From Part three: A New Life Begins: The Pack Leader Emerges
“In almost all cases, when the dominant shoot apical meristem is lost, the plant becomes bushier as one or more of the lower branches compete to achieve the top position. It is by
understanding the phenomenon of apical dominance that we can solve a major gardening
mystery—when and what to prune. Once you know what the plant will do when you remove its
pack leader, you will never be afraid to tackle pruning again.”
From Part six: We all Have to Die Sometime: Life in the Graveyard
“When plants die, scores of creatures rush in to take advantage of a sudden supply of food. In
the wild, plants fall where they have lived all their lives and their decomposition takes place
amongst the living. For plants which share their space with human gardeners, upon their
deaths, they will probably be removed and interred in the compost heap. No plants live in this
plant graveyard but the production of compost is so important to the health of our plants, it is
vital for a good plants-person to understand what goes on in the average compost heap.”

Opening Lines from The Plant City—expected publication date, early 2019
Beneath our feet lies whole cities of living things, going about their daily business largely unseen by us. In the darkness of a healthy soil there are roadways, homes, eateries and
drinking spots. There are rich quarters and poor quarters and gangs that hate each other so
much, they fight every time they meet. There are diseases and medicines and there is even a
communications network.
Soils play host to around a quarter of Earth’s biodiversity. 95% of all our food relies upon soils. By storing large amounts of water, they help to reduce flooding. Soils cycle nutrients
and are essential to the carbon and nitrogen cycle upon which all of us rely. Bacteria and fungi
from soils are responsible for some of our antibiotics. But, arguably, the most important
function of soil is to provide a home for plant roots.
Plants deserve to own the keys to their plant cities because it was they who helped
them in the first place. The presence of certain types of plants can indicate the pH of the soil
and the levels of nutrients available. When soils become depleted, often it is the plants that
warn us what is going on. Plant roots maintain relationships will nearly all the other citydwellers. When perennial plants retire for their seasonal rest period in winter, they trust in the
soil to keep their roots, and sometimes their precious buds, safe from predators and the
ravages of severe weather. Plant cities – where soils are protected under a canopy of plants are the safest places for any soil-dwelling creature to live.

